INTRODUCTION
============

Ribosomes are complex molecular machines that, in bacteria, contain three RNA molecules and \>50 proteins ([@gks1475-B1; @gks1475-B2; @gks1475-B3; @gks1475-B4]). The accurate and timely assembly of ribosomes is critical for organisms to achieve the fast growth rates observed ([@gks1475-B4]). Although active ribosomes can be generated *in vitro* without the need for additional assembly factors, non-physiological temperatures and salt conditions are required ([@gks1475-B1],[@gks1475-B2],[@gks1475-B5]). In light of this observation, Nomura and co-workers suggested that ribosome assembly factors would be required *in vivo* at key steps that required these non-physiological conditions *in vitro*. However, these assembly factors have remained elusive in bacteria ([@gks1475-B4],[@gks1475-B6]). Over the past decade, studies have shown that several guanosine triphosphatases (GTPases) likely play a critical role in ribosome assembly (RA-GTPases) in both bacteria and eukaryotes ([@gks1475-B6; @gks1475-B7; @gks1475-B8]). However, the precise molecular function carried out by RA-GTPases during *in vivo* ribosome assembly remains unknown.

[R]{.ul}ibosome [b]{.ul}iogenesis [G]{.ul}TPase [A]{.ul} (RbgA) is an essential widely conserved GTPase that is required for the assembly of the 50S subunit in *Bacillus subtilis* ([@gks1475-B9; @gks1475-B10; @gks1475-B11; @gks1475-B12]). RbgA homologs are widely distributed evolutionarily, and eukaryotic homologs of RbgA such as Mtg1 (mitochondria), Lsg1, Nug1 and Nog2 have been implicated in ribosome assembly ([@gks1475-B13; @gks1475-B14; @gks1475-B15; @gks1475-B16]). RbgA proteins have several unique features that distinguish them from conventional Ras-like GTPases. First, RbgA belongs to a family of circularly permuted GTPases (cpGTPases) in which the order of the highly conserved G motifs (G1--G4) is altered such that the G4 motif precedes the G1 motif in the sequence of the protein ([@gks1475-B17]). Although the reason for this circular permutation of the G domain is unclear, in almost every case, cpGTPases contain a second protein domain directly downstream of the Switch II (G3) region. This would allow guanine nucleotide--dependent movement of this second protein domain, which is likely involved in binding to RNA or interacting with ribonucleoprotein structures ([@gks1475-B17]). Second, RbgA and its homologs are also classified as hydrophobic amino acid--substituted GTPases (HAS-GTPases) ([@gks1475-B18]). HAS-GTPases are involved in a wide variety of cellular functions such as ribosome biogenesis, tRNA modification and cell cycle regulation ([@gks1475-B18]). In this family of GTPases, the catalytic glutamine that is usually present in Ras-like GTPases is replaced by a hydrophobic amino acid. Several prokaryotic GTPases such as FeoB, MnmE, YphC YqeH, Obg and Era fall into this family ([@gks1475-B19; @gks1475-B20; @gks1475-B21; @gks1475-B22; @gks1475-B23; @gks1475-B24; @gks1475-B25]). These GTPases use alternative mechanisms for guanosine triphosphate (GTP) hydrolysis that have been deduced with the help of crystal structures in two cases, MnmE and FeoB, but not for RbgA ([@gks1475-B26],[@gks1475-B27]).

Cells depleted of RbgA do not form mature 50S subunits but rather accumulate a novel 45S complex lacking three ribosomal proteins---L16, L27 and L36 ([@gks1475-B9],[@gks1475-B11]). In yeast, the RbgA homolog Lsg1 is proposed to participate in the association of Rpl10p (L16 homolog) with the 60S subunit at a late stage during large-subunit biogenesis ([@gks1475-B14]). Incorporation of L16 is also predicted to occur at a late stage of 50S assembly and is accompanied by a large conformational change *in vitro* ([@gks1475-B28]), suggesting that RbgA proteins regulate an evolutionarily conserved step in ribosome assembly. The GTPase activity of RbgA is stimulated ∼60-fold by 50S subunits, and physical association with 50S subunits is maximal in the presence of a non-hydrolyzable analog of GTP ([@gks1475-B12]), indicating that GTP hydrolysis is responsible for dissociating RbgA from the ribosome. Interaction with the 45S yields only a mild increase in GTPase activity, and the association of RbgA with 45S subunits is equal in the presence of GTP or a non-hydrolyzable analog of GTP ([@gks1475-B12]). These and other observations have led to a model in which RbgA functions by interacting with the large ribosomal subunit before the incorporation of L16 and either directly recruits L16 to the ribosome complex or indirectly facilitates L16 binding by remodeling the ribosome ([@gks1475-B12]). The molecular basis of RbgA-mediated ribosome assembly, in particular the role of specific amino acid residues, is poorly understood.

To elucidate how RbgA participates in ribosome assembly, we used a site-directed mutagenesis approach combined with *in vivo* and biochemical characterization of RbgA mutants. We have discovered a RNA-binding motif that mediates, in part, RbgA interaction with the 50S subunit. We also identified a potential catalytic residue that mediates GTP hydrolysis. We discuss our findings in relation to other ribosome-associated GTPases and suggest that future studies of RbgA in bacteria will also provide additional insight into mitochondrial and eukaryotic ribosome assembly.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Growth conditions
-----------------

All strains were grown at 37°C in LB (lysogeny broth) medium. Antibiotics were added at the following concentrations, when required: chloramphenicol (5 µg/ml), kanamycin (25 µg/ml), spectinomycin (100 µg/ml) and ampicillin (100 µg/ml). In addition, IPTG was added at a concentration of 1 mM, unless mentioned otherwise, and xylose was added at a concentration of 2%, when needed.

Construction of strains
-----------------------

All strains used in this study were derived from wild-type *B. subtilis* strain JH642 (RB247). Strain RB301 was constructed as described ([@gks1475-B9]). Strain RB562 was constructed by switching the antibiotic resistance cassette linked to P~spank~ and *rbgA* in RB301 from chloramphenicol to spectinomycin. RB611 was constructed by transforming RB562 with plasmid pMAP65 ([@gks1475-B29]) that overexpresses *lacI* repressor to control the expression of wild-type *rbgA* gene under the control of P~spank~ promoter. Strain RB613 was constructed by cloning wild-type *rbgA* into the pSWEET plasmid ([@gks1475-B30]) with a chloramphenicol resistance cassette and *rbgA* under the control of the P*~xylA~* promoter. This construct was linearized and inserted at the *amyE* locus in RB611, creating strain RB613. Chloramphenicol-resistant colonies were confirmed to have lost the ability to degrade starch, indicating disruption of the *amyE* gene. The desired mutations were introduced into the pSWEET plasmid using the QuikChange IIXL kit (Stratagene) by following the manufacturer's instructions. The resultant plasmids with mutated *rbgA* gene were linearized and transformed in RB611 strain. Resultant strains are dependent on isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) for growth and are listed in [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1475/-/DC1). *Escherichia coli* BL21(DE3) cells transformed with plasmid pET21b containing full-length *rbgA* placed under the control of the T7 promoter were used to overexpress RbgA proteins ([@gks1475-B9]). Desired mutations were constructed using the QuikChange IIXL kit (Stratagene) by following the manufacturer's instructions.

Characterization of association between RbgA or mutants and 45S or 50S complexes
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wild-type and mutant proteins were purified as described ([@gks1475-B12]). 50S subunits and 45S intermediates were prepared by sucrose density gradient ([@gks1475-B12]), and 50S and 45S complexes were isolated from lysates of RB418 and RB301 cells, respectively. The cells were grown to OD~600~ of 0.5 at 37°C in LB medium with or without IPTG. RB301 and RB418 cells were grown without IPTG for several generations to deplete the cells of RbgA and IF-2, respectively, until a doubling time of ∼150 min was reached. Chloramphenicol (Sigma) was added to a final concentration of 100 μg/ml 5 min before harvesting; 50S subunits and 45S complexes were isolated as described ([@gks1475-B12]). The association assay was performed with varying levels of RbgA protein to 45S or 50S to determine the linear range of the assay. At each ratio, the nucleotide concentration was 400 µM, which is well above the K~m~ of RbgA to ensure maximal RbgA protein was bound to the nucleotide. All assays reported here were performed at 37°C with 50 nM RbgA or mutant protein, 10 nM 45S or 50S and 400 µM nucleotide \[guanosine diphosphate (GDP), GTP or Guanosine 5′-(β,γ-imido) triphosphate GMP-PNP\]. The binding protocol was used as described ([@gks1475-B12]). Briefly, 60 pmol of RbgA was pre-incubated with 1.5 mM of different guanine nucleotides for 15 min followed by addition of 10 pmol purified subunits. The binding was allowed to proceed for 15 min at 37°C, and then centrifugation was performed once through Microcon 100 filters (Millipore) with a cutoff of 100 kDa. The RbgA--subunit complexes were washed once with buffer A and twice with buffer C before elution. Four controls were performed for every assay---45S/50S with no RbgA/mutant protein and RbgA/mutant protein with each of the three nucleotides but no subunit. This was to ensure that no RbgA was bound to the subunit while preparation of subunits and RbgA/mutant protein was not retained on the filter in the absence of subunit. The subunit-bound RbgA was detected by separating the complex on sodium dodecyl sulphate--polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis gels (12% Bis-Tris NuPAGE gel, Invitrogen) followed by western blot analysis using polyclonal rabbit anti-RbgA and horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit polyclonal antibodies (PerkinElmer Life Sciences). The bands were visualized using Western Lightening chemiluminescent detection system (PerkinElmer Life Sciences). A series of incremental exposures was obtained to determine that chemiluminescent signal was in the linear range of detection. A single time point from the linear range was chosen, and mutant and wild-type protein, present on the same blot membrane, was quantified using FujiFilm Multi Gauge V3.0 software. The binding level of RbgA/mutant protein was determined, and the data are reported as a percentage of wild-type RbgA association with either the 45S or the 50S subunit in the presence of GMP-PNP, which displays maximal binding.

Characterization of GTPase activity of RbgA/mutants
---------------------------------------------------

The assay was performed as described ([@gks1475-B12]). Briefly, for measuring GTPase activity in the presence of 50S subunits, 100 nM RbgA/mutant protein was incubated with 100 nM 50S subunit and 200 µM GTP at 37°C for 30 min, and for measuring intrinsic GTPase activity, 2 µM RbgA/mutant protein was incubated with 200 µM GTP at 37°C for 30 min. We predetermined that under these conditions, the values were in the linear range of the assay. The phosphate released was measured by malachite green colorimetric system (BioAssay systems). The mutant proteins were assayed on the same 96-well plate (Corning) as the wild-type protein.

Bioinformatics analysis and superimposition
-------------------------------------------

Coordinates from the C-terminus of RbgA were used to search for similar structures using the DALI server (<http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/dali_server/>) ([@gks1475-B31]), and resulting structures were superimposed using PyMol ([@gks1475-B32]). Superimposition of free EF-Tu (pdb id: 1EFT) and ribosome-bound EF-Tu (pdb id:3FIC) was superimposed on RbgA (pdb id:1PUJ) using ligalign script ([@gks1475-B33]) in PyMol. All the figures were made in Chimera ([@gks1475-B34]).

RESULTS
=======

Multiple sequence alignment of RbgA homologs revealed four regions of high conservation
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RbgA contains two structural domains, an N-terminal circularly permuted G-domain and a C-terminal domain that contains no sequence similarity to any known functional protein domain. To identify key residues within conserved regions in RbgA, we generated a multiple sequence alignment of bacterial RbgA homologs using CLUSTAL-W ([Figure 1](#gks1475-F1){ref-type="fig"}A). In addition to the universally conserved G-domain motifs G1--G4, we identified four regions of high conservation designated CR1--CR4 ([Figure 1](#gks1475-F1){ref-type="fig"}A). Although these conserved regions are dispersed throughout the protein sequence, they lie in close vicinity in the crystal structure of the protein ([Figure 1](#gks1475-F1){ref-type="fig"}C). The first two regions CR1 and CR2 are contained in the N-terminal domain of RbgA and precede the circularly permuted G-domain. Of these two, CR1 was of particular interest, as this stretch of 15 amino acids found at the N-terminus of RbgA is largely conserved among all bacterial RbgA homologs as well as eukaryotic Mtg1 proteins ([Figure 1](#gks1475-F1){ref-type="fig"}B). Most of CR1 is unstructured in all available RbgA crystal structures deposited to date, indicating its dynamic nature and thus its role in RbgA function cannot be assessed by its structure. CR3 is a highly conserved loop that links the N-terminal domain to the C-terminal domain and contains the Switch II motif. Thus it is likely to participate in communication between the N and C terminal domains when bound to either GTP or GDP. The C-terminal domain following the CR3 showed low sequence similarity, and only one moderately conserved region (CR4) was identified in this domain. Figure 1.(**A**) Multiple sequence alignment of selected bacterial RbgA homologs. Highly conserved regions are underlined. G-domain motifs are indicated as G4 (NKXD), G1 (GXXXXGKS/T), G2 (T) and G3 (DXXG) in addition to four conserved regions (CR1-CR4). (**B**) Multiple sequence alignment of RbgA with eukaryotic homologs Mtg1 from humans and mouse highlighting conserved region CR1. Alignments were constructed with ClustalW with default parameters and species indicated to the left. 'Asterisk' indicates positions that have a single fully conserved residue; 'colon' indicates conservation between groups of strongly similar physicochemical properties; 'dot' indicates conservation between groups of weakly similar physicochemical properties. (**C**) Structure of RbgA depicting CR1, CR2, CR3 and CR4. Crystal structure of RbgA (1PUJ) depicting the three conserved regions. First nine amino acid residues are not structured in the crystal. CR1 (9--17) is shown in red, CR2 (30--42) is shown in yellow, CR3 (175--182) is shown in green and CR4 (188--197) is shown in blue. All four conserved regions are dispersed across the protein sequence and lie in close vicinity in the structure of the protein. The amino acid numbering of RbgA from *B. subtilis* is indicated in each alignment.

The C-terminal domain of RbgA contains an ANTAR RNA-binding domain
------------------------------------------------------------------

Because the C-terminal domain of RbgA contained low sequence similarity to proteins of known function in the NCBI database (other than RbgA homologs), we asked whether the C-terminal domain is structurally similar to any previously characterized domains. To identify proteins that contain a structurally similar domain, we used the structure of only the C-terminal domain (177--269 residues) of RbgA as a query to search the DALI database ([@gks1475-B31]). The first four hits ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1475/-/DC1)) were from crystal structures of either RbgA or its homologs, as expected (DALI *Z*-score = 7.3--14.8, r.m.s.d = 0--2.8 Å). The DALI score provides a measure of structural similarity between a given pair of protein domains, and structures that have significant similarities have a *Z*-score \>2. The first non-RbgA hit was the C-terminal domain of the NasR, a protein that mediates transcription anti-termination (*Z*-score = 4.1, r.m.s.d. = 3.6 Å) ([@gks1475-B35]). The next few hits were with incomplete domains of exodeoxyribonuclease and Cdc4, followed by other potential transcription anti-terminators, including AmiR ([@gks1475-B36]). These results showed that the C-terminal domain of RbgA had significant structural similarity to the C-terminal domains of two proteins that are involved with promoting transcription anti-termination, AmiR and NasR ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1475/-/DC1)). This C-terminal domain present in both AmiR and NasR interacts with structured RNA and encompasses a RNA-binding domain denoted the [A]{.ul}miR--[N]{.ul}asR [T]{.ul}ranscription [A]{.ul}nti-termination [R]{.ul}egulator (ANTAR) domain ([@gks1475-B37]). The ANTAR domain, characterized by a three-helix structure, is structurally similar to the C-terminal domain of RbgA ([Figure 2](#gks1475-F2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@gks1475-B37]). Superimposition of the RbgA C-terminal structure on the C-terminal regions of NasR and AmiR shows a topologically similar three-helix arrangement, typical of ANTAR domains (r.m.s.d. = 3.6 and 3.4 Å, respectively) ([Figure 2](#gks1475-F2){ref-type="fig"}). It is noteworthy that the structural similarity notwithstanding, the sequence similarity of these proteins with the RbgA C-terminal domain is remarkably low (13% for NasR and15% for AmiR). Figure 2.C-terminal domain of RbgA contains RNA-binding domain ANTAR. (**A**) The crystal structure of RbgA (PDB: 1PUJ). The N-terminal G-domain is depicted in blue (9--176), the C-terminal domain is depicted in red (201--282) and a linker helix connecting the two domains is depicted in yellow (177--200). (**B**) The superposition of the ANTAR domains of RbgA (red), AmiR (green) and NasR (cyan).

Site-directed mutagenesis and phenotypic analysis of RbgA mutants
-----------------------------------------------------------------

As *rbgA* is an essential gene, null mutations will not survive and cannot be studied. Therefore, we developed a strain that allowed mutations that negatively affect RbgA function to be generated and characterized. A conditional *rbgA* mutant strain was created by placing a wild-type copy of the *rbgA* at its native locus under the control of the P~spank~ promoter, yielding a strain that is dependent on IPTG for growth. Mutant versions of a second copy of the *rbgA* gene were placed under the control of the P~xyl~ promoter and introduced at the *amyE* locus. The expression of the mutant *rbgA* gene is therefore dependent on the presence of xylose in the growth media. To study mutations in *rbgA*, we constructed strains in the presence of IPTG and then interrogated their phenotype by growing cells in the presence of xylose and absence of IPTG. As a control, we created a strain (RB613) that contains a wild-type copy of the *rbgA* gene under the control of the P~xyl~ promoter at the *amyE* locus. As expected, RB613 grows equally well in the presence of 1 mM IPTG or 2% xylose (data not shown).

Using this system, we screened 44 mutations in *rbgA* to assess their growth phenotypes by streaking each mutant *rbgA* strain on plates containing either 1 mM IPTG or 2% xylose. A representative result is shown in [Figure 3](#gks1475-F3){ref-type="fig"}. Previous work on GTPases has shown that mutating the S/T residue in the P-loop (motif G1 -GXXXXGKS/T) abolishes GTP hydrolysis ([@gks1475-B38]). We constructed the corresponding RbgA mutant strain (S134A) and found that this mutation was lethal and no colonies were observed on plates containing 2% xylose, in contrast to the control strain RB613 ([Figure 3](#gks1475-F3){ref-type="fig"}C). Both strains displayed wild-type growth when streaked on plates containing 1 mM IPTG ([Figure 3](#gks1475-F3){ref-type="fig"}B), whereas no growth was observed in the absence of either inducer ([Figure 3](#gks1475-F3){ref-type="fig"}D). Using this system, we identified 17 mutations that negatively affected cell growth ([Figure 4](#gks1475-F4){ref-type="fig"}). We further quantified the effect of each mutation by measuring growth rates in liquid media. Mutations that reduced the growth rate 3-fold or less compared with wild-type growth were classified as causing a mild growth effect, whereas mutations that reduced cell growth \>3-fold were classified as severely affecting cell growth. We found that 12 mutations cause a severe growth defect, whereas five mutations have a milder effect on cell growth ([Supplementary Table S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1475/-/DC1) and [Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1475/-/DC1)). To verify that defective RbgA proteins that did not support growth were able to accumulate inside the cell, we confirmed that the expression of all mutant RbgA proteins was similar to wild-type expression levels, with the exception of one case (D228A/E229A) (data not shown). Mutations that alter the CR1, CR3 and ANTAR residues and that caused a severe growth defect were characterized further and are discussed later in the text. Figure 3.Testing the growth phenotype of RbgA mutants. (**A**) All strains were constructed with the wild-type *rbgA* gene under the control of an IPTG-inducible promoter and a mutated *rbgA* gene (S134A is shown as an example here) under the control of a xylose-inducible promoter. In contrast, the control strain had the wild-type *rbgA* gene under the control of both promoters (**B**). The two strains were streaked on IPTG-containing plates. Wild-type growth is seen in both strains due to the expression of *rbgA*. (**C**) The two strains were streaked on plates containing xylose. No colonies were observed for S134A, and hence the mutation was characterized as lethal. The RB613 control strain showed wild-type growth as *rbgA* is expressed from xylose-inducible promoter (**D**). The two strains were streaked on plates without IPTG or xylose. No growth is seen due to the absence of protein induction in either case. Figure 4.Consolidated results of mutational analysis of RbgA. Functional motifs are labeled by color. G domain (blue), linker region (yellow), ANTAR domain (red). CR1-3: conserved region; G1--G4: conserved GTP-binding domains found in GTPase superfamily; ANTAR: AmiR--NasR transcription anti-termination domain. The mutations shown in red above the protein are either sick or unable to support growth, whereas the mutations shown in blue below the protein do not affect growth. Asterisk indicates partial dominant negative effect.

In constructing our strains, we did not find any indication of a strong dominant negative effect of any mutation in RbgA. Previously it was reported that a deletion of the first 10 amino acids of RbgA (referred to as ΔN10) resulted in a dominant negative phenotype ([@gks1475-B39]). We tested all of our mutants and the ΔN10 RbgA mutant for dominant negative effects using 1 mM IPTG and 2% xylose. Under these conditions, none of the mutations tested displayed any phenotype, including ΔN10, as all cells grew at a wild-type growth rate. Reduction of IPTG levels to 100 µM, which reduces expression of the wild-type copy of *rbgA*, still allows cells to proliferate at wild-type growth levels. Growing cells with 100 µM IPTG and 2% xylose uncovered the dominant negative phenotype of the ΔN10 mutant. Under these conditions, we identified three additional mutations in our collection that also had dominant negative effects, F6A and H9A in CR1 and Y225A in the ANTAR domain ([Supplementary Table S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1475/-/DC1)). We note that when cells are grown under 100 µM IPTG and 2% xylose, the protein expression level of mutant copy of RbgA is at least 10-fold higher than the wild-type copy, indicating that these RbgA mutations have a weak dominant negative phenotype.

Biochemical characterization of RbgA mutants
--------------------------------------------

To fully characterize the effects of mutations that were found to be severely deleterious to growth, we (i) monitored the ability of RbgA mutants to associate with both 50S subunits and 45S complexes, and (ii) assessed their ability to catalyze GTP hydrolysis in the presence and absence of 50S subunits. The results of these two experiments are discussed in the following two sections. Seven mutants were selected for these studies based on their location in the protein and their phenotype of severely reduced growth rates relative to wild-type RbgA; three are from CR1 (F6A, H9A, K12E/R14E), one from CR3 (F180A) and three (A206D, Y225A, I241D) from the ANTAR domain. These RbgA mutants were purified as C-terminal His-tag fusions; previous work has shown that wild-type RbgA with a C-terminal His-tag is fully functional ([@gks1475-B9]).

Mutations in the ANTAR domain alter RbgA:ribosome association
-------------------------------------------------------------

We have previously shown that RbgA stably binds to the 45S complex and 50S subunit in a nucleotide-dependent manner ([@gks1475-B12]). RbgA binds to the 50S subunit in the presence of a non-hydrolyzable GTP analog, GMP-PNP, and binding in the presence of GTP is reduced, likely due to GTP hydrolysis on interaction with the 50S subunit ([@gks1475-B12]). In contrast, both GTP and GMP-PNP enhance binding of RbgA to the 45S complex equally ([@gks1475-B12]). We hypothesized that the ANTAR domain of RbgA is essential for association with the ribosome and targeted five key structural residues in the ANTAR domain for mutation, as described later in the text.

The ANTAR domain comprises three alpha-helices and is stabilized by coiled-coil interactions ([Figure 2](#gks1475-F2){ref-type="fig"}). ANTAR domains display low sequence conservation among homologs and contain only five strictly conserved residues that have their side-chains exposed into the cavity formed between the three helices and hence stabilize the structural fold ([@gks1475-B37]). RbgA contains four of these conserved residues at the corresponding position in the domain: A206, A235, F238 and I241. Our results show that substitutions in two of these residues (A206D and I241D) caused a severe growth defect, whereas substitutions in A235 or F238 had no effect on growth ([Figure 4](#gks1475-F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1475/-/DC1)). We also generated a fifth mutant, Y225A, which likely disrupts non-covalent interactions between the helices and may alter the structure of the domain. Y225A caused a severe growth defect and displayed a weak dominant negative phenotype ([Figure 4](#gks1475-F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1475/-/DC1)). We proceeded to test association of mutated RbgA proteins with the 45S intermediate and the 50S subunit under different nucleotide conditions using a quantitative *in vitro* binding assay.

Purified RbgA proteins were incubated with either purified 50S subunits or 45S intermediates for 15 min at 37°C. These complexes were then centrifuged through a 100-kDa Millipore filter to remove unbound RbgA from the sample. The remaining RbgA that is associated with the ribosomal subunit was then analyzed and quantified by western blot analysis. A representative example of the results is depicted in [Figure 5](#gks1475-F5){ref-type="fig"}. Wild-type RbgA binds most efficiently to the 50S subunit in the presence of GMP-PNP, with a ∼5-fold reduction in association in the presence of GTP and ∼30-fold reduction in the presence of GDP. A206D, a strictly conserved residue in the ANTAR domain, renders RbgA unable to associate with the 50S subunit ([Figure 5](#gks1475-F5){ref-type="fig"}) or 45S intermediate ([Table 1](#gks1475-T1){ref-type="table"}) under any nucleotide condition. Because A206D retains some GTPase activity (see later in the text), we do not expect that the lack of binding observed is solely due to a complete loss of the tertiary structure of the entire protein. Figure 5.*In vitro* binding assay for RbgA mutants to 50S subunit under different nucleotide conditions. Purified RbgA-his~6~ or RbgA mutant-his~6~ (50 nM) was incubated with purified 50S (10 nM) subunit and GDP, GTP or GMP-PNP (400 µM) at 37°C. The presence of RbgA was tested by western blot with custom RbgA-antibody and quantified. Percentages were generated by assigning RbgA + 50S + GMP-PNP as 100%. Lane 1: RbgA + 50S + GDP; lane 2: RbgA + 50S + GTP; lane 3: RbgA + 50S + GMP-PNP; lane 4: A206D + 50S + GDP; lane 5: A206D + 50S + GTP; lane 6: A206D + 50S + GMP-PNP; lane 7: Y225A + 50S + GDP; lane 8: Y225A + 50S + GTP; lane 9: Y225A + 50S + GMP-PNP. Table 1.Results for *in vitro* binding of RbgA mutants to the 45S and 50S subunits under different nucleotide conditionsDomain/region50S45SGDPGTPGMP-PNPGDPGTPGMP-PNPRbgA wt4 ± 1%[^a^](#gks1475-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}18 ± 4%100%5 ± 2%85 ± 5%100%ANTARA206D\<0.6%\<0.6%\<0.6%\<0.6%\<0.6%\<0.6%Y225A4 ± 1%313 ± 61%7 ± 2%6 ± 2%200 ± 20%9 ± 2%I241D2 ± 1%4 ± 2%51 ± 6%3 ± 1%6 ± 1%62 ± 5%CR1F6A2 ± 1%82 ± 13%83 ± 14%2 ± 2%80 ± 9%81 ± 8%H9A1 ± 1%83 ± 16%80 ± 10%3 ± 1%81 ± 10%82 ± 9%K12E/R14E3 ± 1%78 ± 13%82 ± 14%3 ± 1%80 ± 7%84 ± 9%CR3F180A5 ± 1%16 ± 4%84 ± 5%4 ± 1%88 ± 2%93 ± 2%[^1]

The binding of each RbgA mutant protein was measured in a similar manner, and the results are reported as a percentage of wild-type RbgA association with either the 45S or the 50S subunit in the presence of GMP-PNP, which displays maximal binding. Notably, of the eight mutant proteins tested, the most striking results were seen with substitutions in the ANTAR domain that changed the binding of RbgA to the 50S or 45S subunits. Mutations in CR1 were only altered in GTP-bound form, a result of the altered GTPase activity of these mutants (discussed later in the text). A mutation in CR3 displayed near wild-type levels of binding and retained the same nucleotide dependence as wild-type RbgA. In contrast, all three mutants targeting the ANTAR domain displayed altered binding and surprisingly had different phenotypes. A206D completely lost all ability to stably associate with the ribosomal subunits, whereas I241D displayed reduced association (∼10 fold) with the 50S or 45S subunits in the presence of GTP. The most surprising result was observed with the Y225A mutant RbgA protein. This RbgA derivative was greatly reduced in its association with the subunits in the presence of GMP-PNP, displaying binding levels comparable with those observed with GDP ([Figure 5](#gks1475-F5){ref-type="fig"}). However, Y225A associated with both the 50S and 45S subunits in the presence of GTP at higher levels than observed with the wild-type RbgA protein, indicating that this mutation may stabilize interaction in state of partial GTP hydrolysis ([Figure 5](#gks1475-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Thus all three ANTAR domain mutants display altered association with both the 45S and 50S subunits, highlighting the importance of this domain in association with the ribosomal subunit.

Mutations in CR1 severely reduce GTPase activity of RbgA
--------------------------------------------------------

RbgA has a low intrinsic GTPase activity, which is stimulated ∼60-fold in the presence of mature 50S subunits ([@gks1475-B12]). We therefore assessed the ability of the 50S subunit to stimulate the GTPase activity of RbgA mutants. As a negative control, we used a mutant protein containing the S134A substitution in the P-loop, which shows no detectable intrinsic GTPase activity and is inert to stimulation in the presence of the 50S subunit. Our results show that mutations in CR1 and the ANTAR domain impact the GTPase activity of RbgA, whereas the mutation in CR3 had no effect ([Table 2](#gks1475-T2){ref-type="table"}). However, mutations in the ANTAR domain also disrupted interaction of RbgA with both the 45S as well as the 50S subunit, and therefore, the attenuated GTPase activity seen in A206D and I241D is likely due, in part, to an indirect effect of poor association with the 50S subunit ([Table 1](#gks1475-T1){ref-type="table"}, and aforementioned discussion). It is also possible that A206D has a reduced affinity for guanine nucleotides. Table 2.Measurement of GTPase activity of RbgA mutants in the presence and absence of the 50S subunitDomain/RegionMutationIntrinsic GTPase activityStimulation of GTPase activity with 50SFold stimulation in the presence of 50SV = pmol phosphate/min/mgRbgA wt0.207 ± 0.008[^a^](#gks1475-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}12.570 ± 0.18061 ± 3.0CR1F6A0.018 ± 0.0020.283 ± 0.05015 ± 4.0H9A0.031 ± 0.006\<0.002K12E/R14E0.121 ± 0.0040.226 ± 0.0702 ± 0.5G-domainsS134A\<0.002\<0.002ANTARA206D0.040 ± 0.0010.978 ± 0.06024 ± 2.0Y225A0.139 ± 0.0053.970 ± 0.30029 ± 3.0I241D0.104 ± 0.0070.597 ± 0.1106 ± 0.5CR3F180A0.097 ± 0.0128.080 ± 0.19084 ± 11.0[^2]

Mutations in CR1 had a strong impact on the GTPase activity of RbgA. Mutation F6A resulted in a ∼11-fold reduction in intrinsic GTPase activity and was stimulated ∼15-fold in the presence of the mature 50S subunit, demonstrating that this mutant is reduced but still capable of GTP hydrolysis. Mutation K12E/R14E had a moderate reduction in intrinsic GTPase activity but was stimulated only 2-fold in the presence of the 50S subunit. These results suggest that the flexible highly conserved N-terminal region of RbgA encompassing CR1 is required for GTPase activation in the presence of the ribosomal subunit.

A recent crystal structure of EF-Tu in complex with the ribosome demonstrated that interaction between the ribosome and His84 of EF-Tu was required for efficient hydrolysis of GTP ([@gks1475-B40]). Voorhees *et al.* noted that His84 is preceded by a proline and glycine (denoted the PGH motif), which were proposed to be critical for the correct positioning of His84 on interaction with nucleotide A2662 of the ribosome during activation. We observed that the CR1 region of RbgA also contains a PGH motif (amino acids 7--9) that is highly conserved in bacterial and eukaryotic RbgA homologs ([Figure 1](#gks1475-F1){ref-type="fig"}A and B). An alignment of crystal structures of RbgA and free EF-Tu indicates that His9 from PGH motif of RbgA is in a similar position as the catalytic His84 of EF-Tu ([Figure 6](#gks1475-F6){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1475/-/DC1)). To test the role of this histidine residue (His9) in the GTPase activity of RbgA, we generated a H9A mutant and characterized its GTPase activity in the absence and presence of the 50S subunit. Our results show that mutation H9A reduced intrinsic GTPase activity of RbgA by ∼6 fold relative to the wild-type protein. Most significantly, this mutant displayed no detectable GTPase activity in the presence of the 50S subunit ([Table 2](#gks1475-T2){ref-type="table"}). Together this result, in conjunction with the phenotype of F6A and K12E/R14E, shows that mutations in CR1 reduce GTPase activity of RbgA and that His9 is required for GTPase activity in the presence of the 50S subunit. The absence of GTPase activity in the mutant is unlikely to be due to reduced association with the 50S subunit, as this mutant, in particular, and other CR1 mutants associated with the 50S subunit at similar levels compared with wild-type RbgA ([Table 1](#gks1475-T1){ref-type="table"}). Figure 6.A ligand-based structural superimposition of EF-Tu (free-magenta and ribosome bound-light gray) over the free RbgA (blue). For clarity, only the helices containing the catalytic histidine residues are shown in complex with their respective GTP analogs.

Linker region is required for RbgA function
-------------------------------------------

All cpGTPases have a C-terminal domain linked to the G3 motif (Switch II) ([@gks1475-B17]). In RbgA, a highly conserved loop (CR3) links the C-terminal ANTAR domain to the G3 motif (Switch II). We hypothesized that the CR3 could be crucial for communicating conformational changes during GTP hydrolysis between the G3 motif and the ANTAR domain. We identified one mutation in CR3, F180A, that was lethal. We tested this mutation using the *in vitro* binding assay described previously to determine whether this residue was required for association of RbgA to the ribosomal subunits, and found that this mutation did not alter association of RbgA to the 45S complex or the 50S subunit ([Table 1](#gks1475-T1){ref-type="table"}). Next, we characterized the GTPase activity of this mutant and found that mutation F180A has a mild effect on GTPase activity of RbgA with and without the 50S subunit ([Table 2](#gks1475-T2){ref-type="table"}). Thus, even though this mutation is defective neither in ribosome association nor in ribosome-stimulated GTPase activity, it is unable to support growth and yields ribosome assembly defects *in vivo*.

Strains expressing mutated RbgA proteins do not accumulate a novel intermediate
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A previously proposed model suggested that GTP-bound RbgA binds to the 45S intermediate and either directly or indirectly recruits the ribosomal protein L16 to the intermediate ([@gks1475-B12]). Stable integration of L16 and formation of a mature 50S subunit likely triggers GTP hydrolysis and dissociation of RbgA from the mature 50S subunit. We hypothesized that strains that show a growth defect phenotype due to the expression of a compromised RbgA protein may accumulate a trapped intermediate that differs from the 45S intermediate observed on depletion of the wild-type protein. We analyzed ribosome profiles of strains expressing RbgA mutants that negatively affected cell growth and isolated the 45S intermediate from each mutant (a representative set is shown in [Supplementary Figure S2A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1475/-/DC1)). Our results show that strains expressing mutated RbgA proteins do not trap a new intermediate. These strains also accumulated the 45S intermediate similar to RbgA depleted cells, and this intermediate also lacked the ribosomal protein L16 ([Supplementary Figure S2B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1475/-/DC1)). Thus, no novel ribosomal intermediate could be detected for the RbgA mutants that were analyzed.

DISCUSSION
==========

RA-GTPases are critical for the efficient and accurate biogenesis of cellular, mitochondrial and chloroplast ribosomes; however, their roles in the assembly process are poorly understood ([@gks1475-B4],[@gks1475-B6],[@gks1475-B8]). RbgA and its closest eukaryotic homolog Mtg1 are involved in the assembly of the large ribosomal subunit in bacteria and mitochondria in eukaryotes, respectively ([@gks1475-B9],[@gks1475-B11],[@gks1475-B13]). RA-GTPases use a variety of RNA-binding domains to interact with RNA, including OB-folds (Obg) and KH-domains (Era) ([@gks1475-B24],[@gks1475-B41]). The crystal structure of RbgA showed that the C-terminal domain (201--269) is connected to the N-terminal G-domain (1--176) through a linker helix (177--200) ([Figure 2](#gks1475-F2){ref-type="fig"}). We have identified a RNA-binding domain within the C-terminus of RbgA, the ANTAR domain, which was discovered in proteins that bind structured mRNA leader regions and promote transcription anti-termination ([@gks1475-B37]). ANTAR domain--containing proteins such as NasR and EutV promote anti-termination by interacting with mRNA and promoting the formation of stem-loop structures that preclude the formation of intrinsic transcription terminators ([@gks1475-B35],[@gks1475-B42],[@gks1475-B43]). It is attractive to speculate that RbgA may influence ribosome assembly by interacting with rRNA through its ANTAR domain and stabilizing the formation of a critical stem-loop in the 23S rRNA that does not form spontaneously and prevents the formation of other non-productive loops that may hamper further assembly. It is possible that in *in vitro* experiments, these non-productive loops are circumvented by high-temperature or high-salt conditions, thereby facilitating proper assembly. Efforts to identify the RbgA-binding site on the ribosome are currently underway. Mutations in the ANTAR domain reduced association of RbgA to the 45S or 50S to varying degrees. Residue A206 is likely important for the structural stability of the ANTAR domain. This residue is one of four highly conserved alanine residues seen in most ANTAR structures ([@gks1475-B37]). In addition, mutants such as Y225A could prove to be good candidates for structural and CryoEM studies, as they show a unique binding profile compared with wild-type RbgA, and could shed light on the interaction of RbgA with the 50S subunit.

Most ANTAR domain proteins are two-domain proteins in which the ANTAR domain is precluded from interacting with RNA until a signal or ligand is sensed by the receiver domain, which opens up ANTAR for RNA binding ([@gks1475-B42],[@gks1475-B43]). One example of this arrangement is seen in the recently published NasR structure where the signal receiver domain (NIT) and the ANTAR domain are joined by a linker ([@gks1475-B35]). Thus, a similar arrangement in RbgA suggests that the guanine nucleotide--dependent conformational change of the N-terminal G-domain could be communicated to the ANTAR domain through the conserved linker region. In principle, the mechanistic reverse wherein binding of the ANTAR domain to rRNA could be coupled to a conformational change in the N-terminal G-domain that facilitates GTP hydrolysis could also occur. In both scenarios, communication between the N- and C- terminal domains is important for RbgA function and would likely rely on the linker CR3, similar to the role of the linker in NasR protein connecting the signal receiver domain and the ANTAR domain. Our results indicate that this mutation in CR3 is deleterious to growth, although neither the association with the ribosome nor the GTPase activity of this mutant protein is affected. This suggests that although the function of either domain is not affected, the mutant protein cannot function *in vivo*, and may indicate the linker is critical for communication between the two structural domains.

The GTPase activity of RbgA is essential to its function, and mutations in conserved G-domains that abolish GTP hydrolysis are lethal. However, due to the absence of a crystal structure of RbgA bound to 50S, the exact mechanism of GTP hydrolysis remains elusive. Recent structural evidence demonstrating how EF-Tu carries out GTP hydrolysis on interaction with the ribosome during codon recognition has shown that positioning of His84 through interaction with 23S rRNA nucleotide A2662 is critical for GTP hydrolysis ([@gks1475-B40]). Several previous studies on EF-Tu have also demonstrated the essential role of His84 for catalysis of GTP ([@gks1475-B44],[@gks1475-B45]). His84 is part of a PGH motif that is conserved in nearly all EF-Tu homologs identified to date, and a similar PGH motif is found in bacterial and eukaryotic homologs of RbgA. A key difference between the conserved PGH motifs in EF-Tu and RbgA is the fact that whereas His84 is found in the Switch II (G3) region (His84 substitutes for the catalytic Gln normally found in Ras superfamily GTPases), His9 in RbgA is found in the highly flexible CR1 region and is not ordered in the available crystal structures (1PUJ) ([@gks1475-B46]). In RbgA, the Switch II region is instead linked to the C-terminal ANTAR domain. Mutation of His9 of RbgA resulted in a severely attenuated intrinsic rate of GTP hydrolysis, and no stimulation of GTPase activity in the presence of the 50S subunit could be detected. Importantly, this mutation had no significant effect on association with the 50S subunit. Mutations in other parts of CR1 also greatly impacted GTP hydrolysis; however, all other mutations showed at least some stimulation in the presence of the 50S subunit. Our data are consistent with a model in which the highly flexible CR1 region, on interaction with the ribosome, adopts a conformation that suitably positions His9 for GTP hydrolysis.

This assertion is also supported by analysis of the EF-Tu crystal structure ([@gks1475-B40]). Vorhees *et al.* suggested that the EF-Tu GTP hydrolysis mechanism could be a general mechanism used by translation GTPases to carry out GTP hydrolysis. To this end, we superimposed the G-domain of RbgA and EF-Tu ([Figure 6](#gks1475-F6){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1475/-/DC1)) by using the GDPNP bound to each of these proteins in the crystal structure as a point of reference. In the superimposed structure, His9 from RbgA is in close proximity to His84 in the structure of free EF-Tu, consistent with our aforementioned assertion ([Figure 6](#gks1475-F6){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1475/-/DC1)). It should be noted that the position of catalytic His84 in EF-Tu is different in the free EF-Tu structure compared with the ribosome-bound structure ([Figure 6](#gks1475-F6){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gks1475/-/DC1)). As only the structure of free RbgA is available, it is difficult to predict whether His9 would move to the exact position as EF-Tu His84 on interaction with the ribosome and whether it would interact with the same 23S rRNA nucleotide A2662. It is also noteworthy that due to relocation of the putative catalytic residue His9 in RbgA from Switch II to the N-terminal helix, a direct interaction between histidine and the activated water positioned to attack the γ-phosphate requires a small translocation of Switch II and potentially the ANTAR domain as well.

Based on previously published mechanisms of GTP hydrolysis, this can be accomplished by one of the following ways. First, binding of the ANTAR domain to the 50S subunit could result in a conformational change that is transmitted through the linker CR3 to Switch II. This would likely be coupled with the rearrangement of the N-terminal helix with concomitant positioning of His9 that would facilitate catalysis. The presence of a dynamic and unstructured N-terminal CR1, as evidenced by relatively high B-factors of this region in the RbgA crystal structure, as well as a flexible linker domain connecting Switch II to the ANTAR domain, further strengthens this possibility. A nucleotide-dependent large domain rearrangement has also been shown to occur in other ribosomal GTPases such as YphC ([@gks1475-B21]). A second possibility is that the histidine residue might take part in catalysis through additional intermediate water molecule(s), as has previously been shown for other HAS-GTPases (MnmE and FeoB) ([@gks1475-B26],[@gks1475-B27]). In these GTPases, the catalytic residue interacts with a secondary (in the case of MnmE, or tertiary in the case of FeoB) water molecule that in turn activates the catalytic water molecule and results in GTP hydrolysis ([@gks1475-B26],[@gks1475-B27]). Further, it is also possible that the mechanism in RbgA might be a combination of both these mechanisms. Additional structural and biochemical studies are required to test either of these mechanisms and to further ascertain whether the nucleotide equivalent to A2662 in *B. subtilis* is required for hydrolysis. This will require the development of tools to isolate mutant ribosomes from this organism, similar to the tools that have been developed for *E. coli* ([@gks1475-B47],[@gks1475-B48]). The GTPase activity of RbgA was unaffected by *E. coli* 50S ribosomes, which was not unexpected, given that *E. coli* lacks a RbgA homolog, and thus we could not test the interaction of RbgA with A2662 from the *E. coli* 50S subunit.

Although we have uncovered important insights into the biochemistry of RbgA and how RbgA interacts with the ribosome, several important questions regarding RbgA (and RA-GTPases in general) remain. First, does the GTPase activity of RbgA play a direct role in the assembly process? If the GTPase activity was solely involved in displacing RbgA from the ribosome once assembly had been completed, then we expected to identify RbgA mutations that completed assembly but did not dissociate RbgA from the ribosome. This was not the case, as all mutations reported in this study that were deleterious to growth yielded a 45S complex that lacked L16, which supports a direct role for GTP hydrolysis in the assembly process. Second, what part of the 23S rRNA does RbgA interact with during the assembly process? At this point there are limited chemical footprinting data that show RbgA interacting with the central protuberance ([@gks1475-B11]). We are currently mapping the structure of the 23S rRNA in the 50S subunit and 45S complex to identify key sites that are altered in the 45S complex. In addition, as RbgA homologs are not found in *E. coli*, we are also targeting unique stem-loops within the *B. subtilis* 23S rRNA as possible sites where RbgA may act. Third, does RbgA serve as a checkpoint to monitor large-subunit assembly and correct incorporation of L16? Recent work in yeast has uncovered a novel type of translational checkpoint used by ribosome assembly factors ([@gks1475-B49]). Finally, why do most organisms, ranging from bacteria to humans, require RbgA to form ribosomes, whereas many proteobacteria have lost this requirement? Future work will uncover the precise role of RbgA in the assembly of ribosomes in all three kingdoms of life.
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